The Leopard and the Lighthouse

Book key

1 Four places are in the story:
   a the sea
   c a lighthouse
d a market
   f a village
2 Open answers
3 a Africa  b swims  c market  d stones
   e lighthouse
4 a × (three days)
   b × (Tanza is the Head Man's daughter.)
   c × (Ahmed is in love with Tanza.)
   d × (Ahmed doesn't kill the leopard.)
   e √
5 a j  b i  c g  d h  e f
6 a The leopard runs into a lighthouse.
   b The winner of the competition can marry Tanza.
   c Tanza is the Head Man's daughter. She is a beautiful girl, and the men are in love with her.
   d Jamal brings a goat to the lighthouse. But the goat runs away.
   e Saied has a gun with a dart. He wins the competition with it and marries Tanza.
7–9 Open answers

Discussion activities key

1 Suggested answer:
   It is a picture of a beach. It is a very sunny day. The sky is blue and there are birds in the sky. Next to the beach, there is a white lighthouse and on the sea there is a sailing boat. The beach is beautiful, but there is a leopard coming out of the sea! He looks hungry!
2 Suggested answer:
   Three men are pointing to the lighthouse. The leopard is at the top of the lighthouse. One of the men is shouting. He looks scared.
   Possible answer to the question: Let's shoot the leopard. Let's wait until he is hungry. Let's scare him with our sticks.
3–5 Open answers

Activity worksheet key

1 a 4  b 5  c 1  d 6  e 2  f 3
2 a 3  b 1  c 2  d 3
3 Possible answers:
   a What are the people buying at the market?
   b Where is the leopard?
   c How long does the leopard stay in the lighthouse?
4 a Mohammed  b Ahmed  c Tanza  d Jamal  e Ahmed and Jamal  f Saied
5 a the people of Sindi  b Mohammed  c Jamal  d Tanza  e Tanza  f Saied
6 Tanza IS the daughter of the Head Man of Sindi. She IS very beautiful and many men on Sindi ARE in love with her. Ahmed WANTS to marry her, but he IS old and Tanza doesn't LIKE him.
   Tanza LIKES Saied. He HAS nice eyes and a kind face. Tanza and Saied GET married and they HAVE three children. Saied TELLS them the story of the leopard and the lighthouse.
7 The men of Sindi have a COMPETITION. The man who kills the LEOPARD can marry Tanza. THREE men try to win. Tanza doesn't like Ahmed or Jamal, but she LIKES Saied. In the end, Saied wins and takes the leopard to the ANIMAL Park.
8 Open answers

Progress test key

1 The story is about a leopard and a lighthouse in East Africa, on an island called Sindi. There is a small village and a lighthouse on the island. One day a leopard swims from the mainland to the island. The leopard is looking for food. The people of the island see the leopard and they follow him.
   After three days and nights the leopard is still in the lighthouse. The people want to catch the leopard, but they don't know how to do it. The Head Man of Sindi has a beautiful daughter called Tanza and he says, ‘The man who kills the leopard can marry my daughter.’
   In the end, a kind young man called Saied shoots the leopard with a special dart. The leopard isn't dead, he is only sleeping. Saied takes the leopard to an animal park in Nairobi.
   Five years later, Saied and Tanza are married and they have three children. They go to Nairobi to visit the animal park. The children see the leopard and Saied tells them the story of how he caught the leopard in the lighthouse.
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2  a  7  b  1  c  8  d  5  e  6  f  3  g  2  h  4
3  a  an island  b  the leopard  c  the people
d  Ahmed  e  Saied and Tanza
4  a  ✓  b  ✗  c  ✓  d  ✓  e  ✓  f  ✗  g  ✗
5  a  2  b  10  c  14  d  5  e  9  f  12  g  15  h  1  i  4  j  8
6  a  beautiful  b  old  c  angry  d  strong (angry)  e  hungry  f  tall (not 'old' because of the article 'a')  g  happy  h  quiet (happy)  i  beautiful